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This study focuses on the dispersion and diffusion characteristics of high-order energy-
stable ﬂux reconstruction (ESFR) schemes via the spatial eigensolution analysis framework 
proposed in [1]. The analysis is performed for ﬁve ESFR schemes, where the parameter 
‘c’ dictating the properties of the speciﬁc scheme recovered is chosen such that it spans 
the entire class of ESFR methods, also referred to as VCJH schemes, proposed in [2]. In 
particular, we used ﬁve values of ‘c’, two that correspond to its lower and upper bounds 
and the others that identify three schemes that are linked to common high-order methods, 
namely the ESFR recovering two versions of discontinuous Galerkin methods and one 
recovering the spectral difference scheme. The performance of each scheme is assessed 
when using different numerical intercell ﬂuxes (e.g. different levels of upwinding), ranging 
from “under-” to “over-upwinding”. In contrast to the more common temporal analysis, the 
spatial eigensolution analysis framework adopted here allows one to grasp crucial insights 
into the diffusion and dispersion properties of FR schemes for problems involving non-
periodic boundary conditions, typically found in open-ﬂow problems, including turbulence, 
unsteady aerodynamics and aeroacoustics.
© 2017 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the 
CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction
Computational ﬂuid dynamics (CFD) is facing the challenge to expand its current capabilities to ﬂow problems that can 
be only marginally described by the prevailing numerical methodologies adopted today [3]. The automotive and aerospace 
industries, for instance, have been using low-order numerical techniques in conjunction with approximated and steady-state-
tailored approximation strategies, such as Reynolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) approaches or Detached-Eddy simulation 
(DES), for many years and their use is still almost ubiquitous. While these numerical technologies are numerically robust 
and the associated engineering workﬂow is well-established, they struggle to accurately describe a wide range of problems 
that are of practical interest in various branches of engineering and applied sciences and that involve unsteady turbulent 
ﬂows at high Reynolds numbers. The ability of accurately predict the behavior of the latter class of problems is particularly 
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tions and for possibly reducing the number of (commonly expensive) wind-tunnel tests required for a given aerodynamic 
conﬁguration.
It is therefore essential to explore alternative ways to enhance the predictive skills of CFD and facilitate their adoption 
in the broader industrial community working in the ﬁeld [3,4]. From this perspective, high-ﬁdelity computations relying 
on high-order numerical methods, namely spectral element methods including discontinuous Galerkin and ﬂux reconstruc-
tion approaches [5–10], are particularly attractive, especially when used for large-eddy simulation (LES) and under-resolved 
direct numerical simulation (uDNS) of high Reynolds number turbulent ﬂows — e.g. [11–20]. They in fact offer better (tun-
able) dispersion and diffusion properties over traditional low-order schemes, an aspect that constitute the key for properly 
describing turbulent ﬂows, and have a superior resolution power per degree of freedom [21,22]. In addition, they are par-
ticularly suited to discretize complex geometries, due to the possibility of using high-order meshing strategies for curved 
surfaces, aspect that is particularly crucial in many industry-relevant problems.
However, in order to achieve numerically robust simulations and accurate data for under-resolved ﬂow computations, it 
is of fundamental importance to better understand the numerical characteristics of the underlying numerics regarding wave-
like solution components. The present study investigates the dispersion and diffusion/dissipation properties of energy-stable 
ﬂux reconstruction (i.e. ESFR) spectral element methods (also referred to as VCJH schemes) [7,2]. The analysis is carried out 
by means of the spatial eigensolution analysis framework applied to a one-dimensional linear advection problem that was 
initially proposed in [1] for the discontinuous Galerkin method. In order to investigate different VCJH methods, we vary the 
parameter ‘c’ that controls the particular VCJH scheme recovered [2]. Whilst the spatial eigensolution analysis framework 
and can be applied to the entire class of ﬂux reconstruction (FR) methods — not necessarily VCJH schemes — we focus on 
ﬁve VCJH schemes that are most commonly found in the literature. These encompass the FR schemes recovering a nodal 
discontinuous Galerkin method, FRDG, the spectral difference scheme, FRSD, and the Huynh or g2 scheme, FRHU. In addition, 
we take into account two schemes that are at the lower and upper bounds of the scalar parameter ‘c’, that are FRc−/2 (lower 
bound) and FRc∞ (upper bound, c → ∞). The study presented here includes how different intercell numerical ﬂuxes affect 
the diffusion and dispersion properties of the FR schemes considered. This investigation is performed as part of the spatial 
eigensolution analysis, where we use a scalar parameter β in the deﬁnition of the numerical ﬂux to control the amount 
of upwinding allowed at the interfaces between the various elements of the given FR spatial discretization considered. The 
latter study is particularly relevant in the context, for instance, of compressible ﬂow simulations, where the use of more 
simplistic (e.g. local Lax–Friedrichs or Rusanov and HLL) vs. more complete (e.g. HLLC, Roe) Riemann solvers can severely 
affect the accuracy of the simulation and its numerical robustness. The study proposed in this paper provides crucial in-
sights into the numerical characteristics, namely diffusion and dispersion, of ESFR schemes for open ﬂow problems subject 
to generic inﬂow/outﬂow boundary conditions, that are frequently found in several CFD applications, and provides essential 
guidelines for the best practices to adopt for the numerical intercell ﬂuxes (e.g. Riemann solvers for compressible ﬂows). 
The ﬁndings from the spatial eigensolution analysis are successively conﬁrmed by a one-dimensional linear advection test 
case and by a two-dimensional test case that resembles the behavior of a spatially evolving turbulent ﬂow at very high 
Reynolds number, where the mesh adopted is necessarily under-resolved.
Eigensolution analysis has been already applied to spectral element methods — e.g. [23–26,21,27,28] and to the FR 
method in particular [29]. Nevertheless, most of the dedicated literature is related to the temporal approach, that is relevant 
to periodic problems and does not investigate the effects of the intercell numerical ﬂuxes, that are shown here to be 
of fundamental importance when dealing with under-resolved computations of high-Reynolds number turbulent ﬂows. In 
summary, this work applies the spatial eigensolution framework proposed in [1] to the FR approach and highlights the 
diffusion and dispersion properties of energy-stable FR schemes when using different numerical ﬂuxes — e.g. Riemann 
solvers — for under-resolved ﬂow simulations relevant to real-world problems.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the FR approach. Section 3 presents the spatial eigensolution 
analysis framework for the FR method and addresses the results. Section 4 outlines the results for the one-dimensional linear 
advection equation that is used to verify the results of the spatial eigensolution analysis. Section 5 shows a two-dimensional 
test case that is proposed to verify the insights obtained from the eigenanalysis in a more complex scenario. Section 6
highlights the main ﬁndings and conclusions of the paper.
2. The ﬂux reconstruction approach
In this section, we introduce the ﬂux reconstruction (FR) approach for a generic one-dimensional scalar conservation law, 
section 2.1, and we outline the ESFR (equivalently VCJH) class of schemes investigated here, section 2.2.
2.1. One-dimensional scalar conservation law
Consider the one-dimensional scalar conservation law
∂u + ∂ f = 0 , (1)
∂t ∂x
G. Mengaldo et al. / Journal of Computational Physics 358 (2018) 1–20 3within a domain  ⊂R, where u = u(x, t) is the independent variable with a given initial distribution u(x, 0) = u0, t is time, 
f = f (u) is the ﬂux, and x is the spatial coordinate. The FR approach, ﬁrst introduced by Huynh [7], seeks an approximate 
solution to equation (1) by ﬁrst partitioning the domain  into N non-overlapping elements n such that
 =
N⋃
n=1
n ,
N⋂
n=1
n = ∅ . (2)
Each element n is then conveniently mapped into a reference element s = {ξ | − 1 ≤ ξ ≤ 1} through the following linear 
map:
x = n(ξ) =
(
1− ξ
2
)
xn +
(
1+ ξ
2
)
xn+1 , (3)
where xn is the spatial coordinate of element n . In the reference domain s , equation (1) becomes
∂ uˆδn
∂t
+ ∂ fˆ
δ
n
∂ξ
= 0, (4)
where
uˆδn = uˆδn(ξ, t) = uδn(−1n (ξ), t) (5)
is the independent variable (also referred to as solution) within a given reference element,
fˆ δn = fˆ δn (ξ, t) =
f δn (
−1
n (ξ), t)
Jn
(6)
is the corresponding elemental ﬂux, with
Jn = (xn+1 − xn)/2 (7)
being the Jacobian of the transformation −1n (ξ) between the original (n) and the reference (s) element. Following Huynh 
[7], the transformed solution uˆδn in the reference space is approximated by a polynomial of degree P which is allowed to be 
discontinuous at the interface between elements. This polynomial is supported by nodal basis functions generated at P + 1
solution points. The solution can be approximated as
uˆδn =
P∑
i=0
uˆδn,ii(ξ) , (8)
where uˆδn,i = uˆδn,i(t) is the value of the independent variable at solution point i, and i = i(ξ) is the corresponding nodal 
basis function in reference space. For one-dimensional case these basis functions are the Lagrange polynomials
i(ξ) =
P∏
i=0,i =m
ξ − ξm
ξi − ξm . (9)
Analogously the approximate transformed ﬂux fˆ δn in the reference space can be written as
fˆ δDn =
P∑
i=0
fˆ δDn,i i(ξ) , (10)
where, the superscript D stands for discontinuous since the ﬂux is calculated directly from the approximate solution, which 
is in general piecewise discontinuous between elements. In order to account for the interaction of data between adjacent 
cells, a continuous ﬂux function is introduced, which approximates the discontinuous ﬂux in an appropriate manner. Huynh 
[7] proposed to generate a global C0 continuous ﬂux by applying a correction fˆ δCn to the discontinuous ﬂux in each element 
such that:
fˆ δn = fˆ δDn + fˆ δCn , (11)
where fˆ δn is the globally continuous ﬂux function of (4). The ﬂux correction is computed as
fˆ δCn =
(
fˆ I Ln − fˆ δDn,L
)
	̂L +
(
fˆ I Rn − fˆ δDn,R
)
	̂R , (12)
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numerical ﬂuxes computed at the ﬂux points between elements by appropriate Riemann solvers, using the interpolated
values u−n,L , u
+
n,L , u
−
n,R and u
+
n,R . The functions 	̂L = 	̂L(ξ) and 	̂R = 	̂R(ξ) are the left and right correction functions, 
which are degree P + 1 polynomials and must satisfy
	̂L(−1) = 1, 	̂L(1) = 0, 	̂R(−1) = 0, 	̂R(1) = 1, (13)
and
	̂L(ξ) = 	̂R(−ξ) . (14)
The derivative of the continuous ﬂux function with respect to ξ at each solution point ξi can be obtained as
∂ fˆ δn (ξi)
∂ξ
=
P∑
j=0
fˆ δDn, j
d j(ξ)
dξ
∣∣∣∣
ξ=ξi
+
(
fˆ I Ln − fˆ δDn,L
) d	̂L
dξ
∣∣∣∣
ξ=ξi
+
(
fˆ I Rn − fˆ δDn,R
) d	̂R
dξ
∣∣∣∣
ξ=ξi
, (15)
which is of degree P and in the same polynomial space as uˆδn . These values can then be used to advance the solution in 
time via a suitable temporal discretization of the following semi-discrete expression
duˆδn(ξi)
dt
= −
P∑
j=0
fˆ δDn, j
d j(ξ)
dξ
∣∣∣∣
ξ=ξi
−
(
fˆ I Ln − fˆ δDn,L
) d	̂L
dξ
∣∣∣∣
ξ=ξi
−
(
fˆ I Rn − fˆ δDn,R
) d	̂R
dξ
∣∣∣∣
ξ=ξi
. (16)
This can be written in matrix form as
duˆ
dt
= −Dfˆ+
(
fˆ δDn,L − fˆ I Ln
)
̂′L +
(
fˆ δDn,R − fˆ I Rn
)
̂′R , (17)
where D is the differentiation matrix with
Di, j = d j(ξ)dξ
∣∣∣∣
ξ=ξi
, (18)
uˆ =
[
uˆδn,0 , ..., uˆ
δ
n,P
]T
and fˆ =
[
fˆ δDn,0 , ..., fˆ
δD
n,P
]T
. The terms ̂′L and ̂′R are vectors for the correction function derivative 
evaluated at each solution point:
	̂L,i = d	̂Ldξ
∣∣∣∣
ξ=ξi
, 	̂R,i = d	̂Rdξ
∣∣∣∣
ξ=ξi
. (19)
On deﬁning a Vandermonde matrix V as
Vi, j = L j(ξi) , (20)
where L j(ξ) is a Legendre polynomial of degree P (normalized to unity at ξ = 1) one can multiply (17) by V−1 from the 
left and obtain
∂V−1uˆ
∂t
= −V−1Dfˆ+
(
fˆ δDn,L − fˆ I Ln
)
V−1̂′L +
(
fˆ δDn,R − fˆ I Rn
)
V−1̂′R , (21)
and thus
∂V−1uˆ
∂t
= −V−1DVV−1fˆ+
(
fˆ δDn,L − fˆ I Ln
)
V−1̂′L +
(
fˆ δDn,R − fˆ I Rn
)
V−1̂′R , (22)
which can be written as
du˜
dt
= −D˜f˜+
(
fˆ δDn,L − fˆ I Ln
)
˜′L +
(
fˆ δDn,R − fˆ I Rn
)
˜′R , (23)
where
u˜= V−1uˆ , f˜= V−1 fˆ (24)
are vectors of modal Legendre expansion coeﬃcient for the solution and ﬂux functions respectively. The terms
˜′L = V−1̂′L , ˜′R = V−1̂′R (25)
are vectors of modal Legendre expansion for the left and right correction function derivative and
D˜= V−1DV (26)
is the modal Legendre differentiation matrix.
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The behavior of a particular FR scheme depends on the choice of the left and right correction functions 	L and 	R . 
Huynh [7] originally introduced several correction functions including one that recovered a collocation-based nodal DG 
scheme, one that recovered an energy-stable spectral difference (SD) scheme, and one that recovered a so called g2 scheme. 
Vincent et al. [2] later identiﬁed a class of energy stable FR schemes called VCJH schemes, hereafter also referred to as ESFR 
schemes. Speciﬁcally, these schemes are recovered using the following expressions for the correction functions:
	̂L = (−1)
P
2
[
LP −
(
ηPLP−1 + LP+1
1+ ηP
)]
, (27a)
	̂R = 1
2
[
LP +
(
ηPLP−1 + LP+1
1+ ηP
)]
, (27b)
where LP is a Legendre polynomial of degree P ,
ηP = c (2P+ 1) (aPP!)
2
2
, aP = (2P)!
2P (P!)2 , (28)
and c is a free scalar parameter which must be comprised within the range:
c− < c < ∞ , (29)
with
c− = −2
(2P+ 1)(aPP!)2 . (30)
By varying the scalar parameter c an inﬁnite range of FR schemes can be recovered. In this paper, we focussed on the three 
schemes reported in the following.
Nodal discontinuous Galerkin scheme (FRDG)
If c = cDG = 0, then ηP = 0 and the correction functions are the left and right Radau polynomials
	̂L = (−1)
P
2
(LP − LP+1) , 	̂R = 1
2
(LP + LP+1) .
In this case a particular nodal discontinuous Galerkin scheme is recovered.
Spectral difference scheme (FRSD)
In order to recover a spectral difference scheme it is necessary that the correction functions have symmetrical 
zeros with respect to ξ = 0 of a standard element. To satisfy this requirement the parameter c has to be equal to
cSD = 2P
(2P+ 1)(P+ 1)(aPP!)2 . (31)
This leads to the following correction functions
	̂L = (−1)
P
2
[
LP −
(
PLP−1 + (P+ 1)LP+1
2P+ 1
)]
, 	̂R = 1
2
[
LP +
(
PLP−1 + (P+ 1)LP+1
2P+ 1
)]
. (32)
Huyhn or g2 scheme (FRHU)
A third important scheme recovered from the FR approach is the Huyhn or g2 scheme presented for the ﬁrst 
time by Huynh [7]. This particular scheme is recovered using c equal to
cg2 = 2P+ 1
(2P+ 1)P(aPP!)2 . (33)
The correction functions then become
	̂L = (−1)
P
2
[
LP −
(
(P+ 1)LP−1 + PLP+1
2P+ 1
)]
, 	̂R = 1
2
[
LP +
(
(P+ 1)LP−1 + PLP+1
2P+ 1
)]
. (34)
In addition to the three ESFR schemes described, we have also taken into account the following two values: c = c−/2 and 
c → ∞ that include the lower and upper bound of ESFR schemes. Note that c−/2 is not really the lower bound. Since c = c−
leads to undeﬁned correction functions, c−/2 is chosen to represent values near the lower bound of c (as is done in [2]). 
Also, the order of the scalar parameter c for the various schemes considered is c−/2 < cDG < cSD < cHU < c∞ .
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In this section, we present the eigensolution analysis framework adopted, section 3.1, and the results of the analysis, 
section 3.2.
3.1. Eigensolution analysis framework
Following closely [1], we consider the one-dimensional linear advection equation
∂u
∂t
+ a ∂u
∂x
= 0 , (35)
with suitable initial and boundary conditions, where a is the advection velocity, t denotes time, x is the spatial coordinate 
and u is the independent variable. We then formally discretize (35) with the FR approach, as described in section 2.1. Given 
that f = a u and taking into account equations (6) and (7), we can write (23) as
h
2a
du˜
dt
= −D˜u˜+
(
uˆδDn,L − uˆ I Ln
)
˜′L +
(
uˆδDn,R − uˆ I Rn
)
˜′R , (36)
having assumed an equispaced mesh, with spacing h. The numerical ﬂuxes uˆ I Ln and uˆ
I L
n can be computed as
uˆ I Ln = uˆ I Ln (u−n,L,u+n,L) =
u−n,L + u+n,L
2
+ β Sa
u−n,L − u+n,L
2
, (37)
uˆ I Rn = uˆ I Rn (u−n,R ,u+n,R) =
u−n,R + u+n,R
2
+ β Sa
u−n,R − u+n,R
2
, (38)
where Sa = |a|/a is the sign of a and β is an upwinding parameter that accounts, in particular, for standard upwind (β = 1) 
and fully central (β = 0) discretizations. At this point we can represent u−n,L , u+n,L , u−n,R and u+n,R in terms of a modal 
Legendre basis as follows:
u−n,L =
P∑
i=0
u˜δL,i Li(+1) , u+n,L =
P∑
i=0
u˜δn,i Li(−1) , (39)
u−n,R =
P∑
i=0
u˜δn,i Li(+1) , u+n,R =
P∑
i=0
u˜δR,i Li(−1) , (40)
in which u˜L,i and u˜R,i are the solution coeﬃcients in modal Legendre basis of the neighbor elements respectively from the 
left and right sides. Taking into account the following equivalences
uˆδDn,L = u+n,L , uˆδDn,R = u−n,R , (41)
and using (37), (39), (40), we can write the semi-discrete problem (36) as follows:
h
2a
du˜
dt
= Lu˜L +Du˜+Ru˜R , (42)
where
u˜= [u˜δn,0 , ..., u˜δn,P ]T , u˜L = [u˜δn−1,0 , ..., u˜δn−1,P ]T , u˜R = [u˜δn+1,0 , ..., u˜δn+1,P ]T , (43)
for the n-th element of the discretization. The matrices in (42) are given by
Di, j = −D˜i, j + 12 (1+ β Sa) 	˜L(ξi)L j(−1)+
1
2
(1− β Sa) 	˜R(ξi)L j(+1) , (44)
Li, j = −12 (1+ β Sa) L j(+1)	˜L(ξi) , Ri, j = −
1
2
(1− β Sa) L j(−1)	˜R(ξi) . (45)
Starting from the semi-discrete form of the FR method (42), we now seek for numerical solutions that are consistent 
with the analytic eigenfunctions of the linear advection equation (35) — i.e. we seek for wave-like solutions that have the 
form u ∝ exp [i(κx−ωt)]. For the semi-discrete equation (42), this translates into seeking for element-wise approximating 
coeﬃcients u˜ j related to wave-like solutions via simple projection
u˜= α˜ exp [i (κ(xn + xn+1)/2−ωt)] , (46)
where (xn + xn+1)/2 is the center (midpoint) of the considered element and α˜ = [α˜0, ..., α˜P ]T, with
G. Mengaldo et al. / Journal of Computational Physics 358 (2018) 1–20 7α˜ j =
∫
s
exp (iκhξ/2) L j(ξ)dξ . (47)
Although the integration above (i.e. equation (47)) can be easily evaluated numerically, analytical formulas for α˜ j(κh) have 
been derived and are available in [21].
Note that in both temporal and spatial eigenanalyses, one is interested in how wave-like solutions evolve numerically. In 
the former (temporal) approach, a wavenumber κ is given and admissible numerical frequencies ω are sought. The problem 
considered is the temporal evolution of a single Fourier mode under periodic boundary conditions. The real/imaginary parts 
of ω will indicate dispersion/diffusion of the wave as a whole, in time. In the latter (spatial) approach, a frequency ω is given 
and admissible numerical wavenumbers κ are sought. The problem considered is the spatial evolution of a single-frequency 
wave that propagates into the domain from a source point, e.g. an inﬂow boundary. The real/imaginary parts of κ will 
indicate dispersion/diffusion of the wave front, in space.
Substituting equation (46) into the semi-discrete advection problem (42), where we use the dispersion relation κ =
κ(), with real  and complex κ (that is the basis for the spatial eigenanalysis approach [1]), we obtain
−ihu˜= 2
[
Le−iκh +D+Re+iκh
]
u˜ , (48)
where  =ω/a. We can now deﬁne
= 2
[
Le−iκh +D+Re+iκh
]
u , (49)
where  is a square matrix of size m(FR) = P +1, being P the polynomial order of the transformed solution. By substituting 
equation (46) into (48), we ﬁnally retrieve the eigenvalue problem
−ihα˜ =(κh)α˜ . (50)
In previous studies devoted to the temporal eigenanalysis, complex-valued h are obtained for each real κh directly 
through the eigenvalues of . For the spatial analysis, however, in order to obtain complex-valued κh from a given real 
h, we need to solve of the determinant problem associated to (50), that is
det
[(
z−1L+D+ zR)+ ih
2
I
]
= 0 , (51)
where I is the identity matrix and z = exp(iκh) is the unknown. As in [24], matrices L, D and R all have rank one (easily 
veriﬁed numerically), by which relation (51) leads to a characteristic polynomial that is quadratic in z and therefore admits 
(up to) two solutions. These two solutions are interpreted as two solution eigenmodes, one physical and the other spurious. 
The latter is usually a rejected mode that can be for instance generated at the interface between mesh regions having 
different spatial resolution h [24]. In this work, MATLAB’s root-ﬁnding algorithm newtzero has been used in the solution of 
(51). For more details about the technicalities involved the interested reader is referred to [1].
As will be discussed in the following sections, physical and spurious eigenmodes will typically exhibit opposite signs 
of κ . The real part of κ will indicate whether lead or lag phase errors are present. Its imaginary part, on the other hand, 
will indicate growth or decay of the wave front in space. Stable discretizations must have Im(κ) > 0 for the physical mode 
(decay with increasing x) and Im(κ) < 0 for the spurious mode (decay with decreasing x). The latter alternatively indicates 
that spurious modes would grow as convective instabilities if they were transmitted instead of reﬂected (which never 
happens in practice).
3.2. Results
In the following, we present the results of the spatial eigensolution analysis for different values of the upwind parameter 
β and for various polynomial orders, taking into account the ﬁve ESFR schemes considered.
3.2.1. Upwind, β = 1
We ﬁrst present the results obtained using an upwind numerical ﬂux, that is β = 1, that, in terms of compressible ﬂow 
problems, resembles complete Riemann solvers, such as Roe or HLLC. In this case, only the physical mode is present, as 
depicted in Fig. 1, where we show the dispersion (left subﬁgure) and dissipation (right subﬁgure) curves for FRSD and ﬁve 
different polynomial orders, P=1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. Note that k∗ denotes the numerical wavenumbers. It is possible to observe 
how the numerical properties become more favorable (i.e. tend to the ideal curves) as the polynomial order increases, as 
expected. However, this gain seems to saturate already at relatively low polynomial orders — P = 5. The behavior of the 
other FR schemes as a function of the polynomial order is not depicted here for the sake of brevity but follows a very 
similar trend, with the exception that the dispersion and diffusion properties are different for each scheme. From the latter 
perspective, in Fig. 2, we show dispersion (left) and diffusion (right) curves for the ﬁve different FR schemes considered 
and for a ﬁxed polynomial order, P = 3. In terms of dispersion properties, the FRc∞ schemes start having non-negligible 
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Fig. 2. Dispersion (left) and dissipation (right) curves using β = 1 and P = 3 and for the ﬁve FR schemes considered.
dispersion for the smallest wavenumbers, while the other schemes follow the ideal dispersion curve for a larger set of 
wavenumbers. The diffusion characteristics of the various schemes are substantially different from the dispersion ones. In 
this case, the FRc−/2 scheme has the best performance, spanning the largest region of wavenumbers where its diffusion is 
ideal or proximal to ideal. This is followed by the FRDG, FRSD and FRHU schemes, respectively. It is possible to note how the 
FRSD and FRHU diffusion curves have the steepest increase as soon as they depart from the ideal behavior, in contrast to 
FRc−/2 and FRDG. Finally, FRc∞ is the scheme with the largest wavenumber region of non-negligible diffusion.
In Table 1, we report the corresponding wavenumbers —  = h/(P + 1) — at which the difference between a given 
dispersion/diffusion curve and the ideal one is above a threshold of 1% and 10% for the ﬁve different FR schemes considered 
and for all the polynomial orders. Note that the ordering of the schemes, from left to right, corresponds to schemes with 
the smallest values of c (left) to the largest values of c (right), for a given polynomial order. Regarding dispersion, as 
expected, FRc∞ have the smallest 1% and 10% regions of wavenumbers with ideal behavior for all the polynomial 
orders considered. However, FRc−/2 has a larger wavenumber region with ideal dispersion than FRHU for low polynomial 
orders, i.e. P=1, 2, if we consider the 1% threshold, while it has a smaller 1% than all the other schemes (except FRc∞ ) 
for P>2. Finally, FRDG and FRSD are the two schemes that retain the largest region of wavenumbers with ideal dispersion. 
From this point of view, it is interesting to note a crossover at P=3, when FRSD starts having a larger 1%. In terms 
of diffusion, the FRc−/2 scheme has the largest 1% among the ﬁve schemes for all the polynomial orders investigated, 
followed by the FRDG scheme. The FRSD and FRHU schemes have similar trends, while FRc∞ has the smallest 1%.
The results in this subsection are similar to those reported by Vincent et al. in [29], where they performed a temporal 
eigensolution analysis for a fully upwind ﬂux. In particular, for an upwind ﬂux, β = 1, FRc−/2 and FRc∞ should be avoided, 
as they are signiﬁcantly dispersive. FRSD is the best scheme in terms of dispersion properties, while FRDG has the largest 
wavenumber regions with zero diffusion. These results, in contrast to the more common temporal eigensolution analysis, 
are particularly relevant for non-periodic ﬂow problems that have inﬂow and outﬂow boundary conditions.
Also, if we parametrize 1% as a function of the scalar parameter c, dictating the particular ESFR scheme recovered, we 
observe two different trends for dispersion and diffusion properties. For dispersion, the maximum 1% is for intermediate 
values of c (i.e. FRSD), and decreases at the lower and upper bounds of c (i.e. for FRc−/2 and FRc∞ ), for all the polynomial 
orders considered. For diffusion, there is a monotonic behavior with c, the largest 1% is for the lower bound of c (i.e. 
FRc−/2) and decreases as c increases.
3.2.2. “Under-”, β  1 and “hyper-upwinding”, β  1
We now show the properties of the ﬁve FR schemes considered for β  1 (i.e. “under-upwinding”) and β  1 (i.e. “hyper-
upwinding”). The ﬁrst case can arise when using low-Mach number numerical-ﬂux corrections in quasi-incompressible 
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Dispersion (top table) and diffusion (bottom table) characteristics of ESFR schemes for ﬁve different polynomial orders and for up-
wind parameter β = 1.
Dispersion curves, β = 1
Polynomial 
order
FRc−/2 FRDG FRSD FRHU FRc∞
1% 10% 1% 10% 1% 10% 1% 10% 1% 10%
P=1 0.28 0.89 0.69 1.37 0.28 1.53 0.16 0.48 0.12 0.32
P=2 0.69 1.45 1.01 1.70 0.73 1.74 0.57 1.53 0.44 0.93
P=3 0.97 1.74 1.21 1.90 1.37 1.86 1.29 1.74 0.77 1.29
P=4 1.17 1.90 1.33 2.02 1.41 1.98 1.37 1.86 0.97 1.53
P=5 1.29 2.02 1.45 2.10 1.49 2.06 1.45 1.98 1.13 1.70
Diffusion curves, β = 1
Polynomial 
order
FRc−/2 FRDG FRSD FRHU FRc∞
1% 10% 1% 10% 1% 10% 1% 10% 1% 10%
P=1 0.89 2.06 0.61 1.17 0.48 0.89 0.32 0.61 0.12 0.36
P=2 1.25 2.75 0.89 1.58 0.72 1.21 0.65 1.01 0.44 0.93
P=3 1.49 3.35 1.13 1.86 0.92 1.41 0.89 1.29 0.73 1.33
P=4 1.66 3.96 1.25 2.06 1.09 1.58 1.05 1.49 0.93 1.61
P=5 1.78 – 1.37 2.26 1.21 1.70 1.17 1.66 1.09 1.85
ﬂows, while the second is associated to compressible ﬂow simulations using the local Lax–Friedrichs (also referred to as 
Rusanov) Riemann solver.
In Fig. 3, we show the ﬁrst case, under-upwinding, where we set the upwind parameter β = 0.01, while in Fig. 4, we 
show the hyper-upwinding case, where we set β = 100. In both ﬁgures, it is possible to see the presence of the physical 
mode (continuous line) and of the spurious mode (dashed line), in contrast to the case β = 1. For both cases, we report the 
dispersion on the left subﬁgures and the diffusion on the right subﬁgures for ﬁve different polynomial orders, P=1,2,3,4,5, 
shown in increasing order from the top two subﬁgures (P=1) to the bottom two (P=5). Note that the ﬁgures do not have 
equal ranges in terms of y-axis. This choice was made to magniﬁes the differences between the various ESFR schemes 
considered.
Regarding β = 0.01 (Fig. 3) we reported an arrow for P=1 that indicates the qualitative behavior of the ESFR methods 
as the scalar parameter ‘c’, that dictates the particular FR scheme recovered, varies. From this perspective there are three 
features that we shall note. The (i) ﬁrst is related to the dispersion characteristics of the schemes. For large values of c, the 
dispersion curves associated to the physical mode tend to overshoot (go above the ideal dispersion curve) the ideal behavior 
at low wavenumbers — see for instance c = c∞ . As c decreases, the curves tend to follow the ideal dispersion relation for a 
larger wavenumber region, where the detachment from ideal behavior is still due to overshooting — see for example FRHU
and FRSD. Finally, as c further decreases, the ﬁrst detachment from ideal behavior is due to undershooting (the curve of the 
physical mode goes below the ideal dispersion curve) — see for instance FRDG and FRc−/2. The spurious dispersion mode, 
has a similar behavior, where schemes with larger values of c, e.g. FRHU and FRSD, have a larger spurious dispersion than 
those with smaller values of c, e.g. FRDG and FRc−/2. The only exception here is the behavior of the spurious dispersion 
mode associated to FRc∞ , that tends to move towards schemes with lower c values as the polynomial order increases. The 
(ii) second feature is related to the monotonic behavior of the diffusion curves (both physical and spurious modes) as the 
parameter c decreases, where ESFR schemes deﬁned with large values of c tend to have the smallest wavenumber region of 
ideal diffusion for all the polynomial order considered, as noted for the case of β = 1. Finally, the (iii) third feature is the 
appearance of a “diffusion bubble” for a ﬁnite range of wavenumbers. This seems to move at higher wavenumbers as the 
polynomial order increases. Note that also for the diffusion bubble feature (ii) holds. Larger values of the parameter c, e.g. 
FRc∞ , FRHU and FRSD, involve a diffusion bubble at lower wavenumbers that moves at higher wavenumbers as c decreases, 
e.g. FRDG and FRc−/2.
For the “hyper-upwinding” case, (Fig. 4), we can make similar observations as the “under-upwinding” case. In particular, 
the three features described hold also for β = 100, with the exception of the dispersion curve for P=1, where FRc∞ does 
not overshoot the ideal curve, although it remains the scheme with the smallest wavenumber region with ideal dispersion. 
In addition, in contrast to β = 0.01, both the dispersion and diffusion curves are shifted towards smaller wavenumbers, that 
is, the ideal behavior of the ESFR schemes is conﬁned to a smaller region of wavenumbers. Also, unlike β = 0.01, a visible 
diffusion bubble appears only for P > 3.
In Table 2, we report the values of 1% related to the physical mode for β = 0.01 and β = 100 and for all the polyno-
mial order considered. These, substantially verify (and quantify) the observations just made and conﬁrms similar trends of 
1% as a function of c as the case β = 1.
The results presented in this section represent a comprehensive picture of the qualitative behavior of different ESFR 
schemes in terms of dispersion and dissipation properties when using upwind parameters that lead to over- and hyper-
upwinding. These two cases are relatively common in compressible ﬂow simulations, where the use of Rusanov and 
low-Mach number corrections for the numerical ﬂux is widespread. Here, we show how these ﬂuxes can be detrimental for 
the accuracy and robustness of under-resolved simulations, such as in the context of implicit LES.
10 G. Mengaldo et al. / Journal of Computational Physics 358 (2018) 1–20Fig. 3. Dispersion (left) and diffusion (right) curves for β = 0.01 and different polynomial orders. Each subﬁgure compares the ﬁve different FR schemes 
considered here, where ( ) corresponds to FRc−/2, ( ) FRc∞ , ( ) to FRDG, ( ) to FRSD and ( ) to FRHU. Note that in each subﬁgure we report both the 
physical (continuous line) and the spurious (dashed line) mode.
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considered here, where ( ) corresponds to FRc−/2, ( ) FRc∞ , ( ) to FRDG, ( ) to FRSD and ( ) to FRHU. Note that in each subﬁgure we report both the 
physical (continuous line) and the spurious (dashed line) mode.
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Dispersion and diffusion characteristics of ESFR schemes for ﬁve different polynomial orders and for upwind parameter β = 0.01 and 
β = 100.
1% for dispersion curves
Polynomial 
order
FRc−/2 FRDG FRSD FRHU FRc∞
β = 0.01, 100 β = 0.01, 100 β = 0.01, 100 β = 0.01, 100 β = 0.01, 100
P=1 0.24 0.28 0.36 0.57 0.89 0.24 0.24 0.12 0.12 0.04
P=2 0.77 0.69 0.69 1.33 0.52 0.77 0.44 0.61 0.24 0.40
P=3 1.01 0.93 1.13 1.01 0.89 0.61 0.81 0.57 0.52 1.01
P=4 1.17 1.21 1.49 1.05 1.41 0.93 1.09 0.89 0.93 0.57
P=5 1.29 1.33 1.41 1.33 1.45 1.17 1.41 1.13 1.25 0.89
1% for diffusion curves
Polynomial 
order
FRc−/2 FRDG FRSD FRHU FRc∞
β = 0.01, 100 β = 0.01, 100 β = 0.01, 100 β = 0.01, 100 β = 0.01, 100
P=1 3.31 1.21 1.90 0.89 1.45 0.73 0.97 0.53 0.48 0.08
P=2 0.93 1.94 0.77 1.41 0.69 1.17 0.60 1.01 1.29 0.61
P=3 1.49 2.42 1.21 0.69 1.05 0.61 1.01 0.61 0.61 1.09
P=4 1.78 1.17 1.53 1.09 1.33 0.97 1.25 0.93 0.97 1.45
P=5 2.06 1.49 1.74 1.33 1.53 (0.89) 1.21 1.49 1.17 1.25 0.89
Table 3
Dispersion and diffusion characteristics of ESFR schemes for ﬁve different upwind parameters β and for P=4.
1% for dispersion (disp.) and diffusion (diff.) curves
Upwind 
parameter
FRc−/2 FRDG FRSD FRHU FRc∞
disp. diff. disp. diff. disp. diff. disp. diff. disp. diff.
β = 0.1 1.17 1.74 1.49 1.45 1.17 1.29 1.13 1.21 0.93 0.97
β = 0.5 1.17 1.66 1.49 1.33 1.21 1.17 1.13 1.13 1.05 0.93
β = 0.9 1.17 1.62 1.37 1.29 1.45 1.09 1.41 1.05 0.97 0.93
β = 1.1 1.17 1.66 1.33 1.25 1.41 1.09 1.37 1.01 0.93 0.93
β = 4.0 1.21 2.26 1.17 1.09 1.09 0.97 1.05 0.93 0.85 1.17
3.2.3. Dispersion and diffusion properties varying β
In this subsection, we show the behavior of the ﬁve ESFR schemes as the upwind parameter β varies from “under-” 
(β < 1) to “hyper-upwinding” (β > 1). In particular, in Fig. 5, we show the dispersion (left subﬁgures) and diffusion (right 
subﬁgures) curves as β increases (top to bottom subﬁgures), from β = 0.1 to β = 4. The curves are obtained for P=4 and 
similar trends, not shown here, can be found for other polynomial orders.
For β = 0.1 and β = 4 the curves tend to follow a similar behavior as β  1 and β  1. In particular, the diffusion 
associated to the spurious mode tends to mirror the physical mode with respect to zero diffusion, that is, the schemes 
are close to be non-diffusive for the same range of wave-numbers as the physical mode. However, as the values of β
are close to one, e.g. β = 0.9 and β = 1.1, the spurious mode for diffusion presents a negative offset (i.e. it is no longer 
mirrored with respect to the axis of zero diffusion), that becomes larger as β is closer to 1. This behavior has obviously 
serious consequences in complex ﬂow simulations, as spurious and possibly physical waves are anti-diffused for the full 
spectrum of wavenumbers, most likely undermining the accuracy and possibly the robustness of the simulation. Regarding 
the dispersion characteristics, again, for β = 0.1 and β = 4 we observe similar trends as β  1 and β  1, where the 
curves show an irregular behavior, with several change of sign of their ﬁrst derivative (with respect to the wavenumber). 
On the other hand, for values of β closer to 1 (e.g. β = 0.9 and β = 1.1), the curves become smoother, although they still 
present a substantial region of the wave spectrum undergoing possibly severe dispersion, especially for what concern the 
spurious mode. If we gather together the results for both dispersion and diffusion, it is clear that the accuracy as well as 
the robustness of under-resolved simulations are undermined for values of β that are not equal to one. In particular, for 
β = 1 and far from the two limits β  1 and β  1, the spurious mode undergoes strong diffusion and dispersion on the 
entire wave number spectrum. As we move farther from β ∼ 1, diffusion and dispersion curves start resembling the two 
limits, β  1 and β  1.
In Table 3, we report the values of 1%, for the various cases considered. As for the case β = 1, the maximum 1%
for dispersion is for intermediate values of c (i.e. FRDG and FRSD). We note that for values of β closer to 1, the maximum 
1% is obtained for the FRSD scheme, while, as we move farther from it, the maximum value of 1% is achieved by 
FRDG. Regarding diffusion, the behavior is again similar to the one obtained for β = 1. The maximum value of 1% is for 
lower values of c and decreases as c increases (except for β = 4, where FRc∞ presents a higher 1%).
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schemes considered here, where ( ) corresponds to FRc−/2, ( ) FRc∞ , ( ) to FRDG, ( ) to FRSD and ( ) to FRHU. Note that in each subﬁgure we report 
both the physical (continuous line) and the spurious (dashed line) mode.
4. Numerical experiments for the linear advection equation
We veriﬁed the spatial eigensolution analysis presented in section 3 on the one-dimensional linear advection equation
∂u + a ∂u = 0 (52)
∂t ∂x
14 G. Mengaldo et al. / Journal of Computational Physics 358 (2018) 1–20Fig. 6. Wavenumbers adopted for the linear advection test case. Dispersion (left) and dissipation (right) curves using β = 0.01 for P=4 and the ﬁve different 
ESFR schemes considered here, where ( ) corresponds to FRc−/2, ( ) FRc∞ , ( ) to FRDG, ( ) to FRSD and ( ) to FRHU.
on a domain  = [0, 2] split into 200 equally spaced elements (i.e. h = 0.01), where we used an advection velocity a = 1
and homogeneous initial conditions, u(x, 0) = 0, with left (i.e. x = 0) and right (i.e. x = 2) boundary conditions
u(0, t) = sin(ωt), ∂u(2, t)
∂x
= 0 . (53)
As a test case, we used β = 0.01 and P=4, and we chose four wavenumbers, 1 = 375, 2 = 600, 3 = 1000 and 4 =
1500, in order to test different regions on the dispersion/diffusion curves. The corresponding wavenumber values adopted 
are reported in the related plots and depicted in Fig. 6. The ﬁrst value, 1 = 375, is prior to the diffusion bubble and is 
on a region of ideal dispersion for all ﬁve schemes considered. Therefore, the solution should not be damped nor distorted. 
The second value, 2 = 600, is in the middle of the diffusion bubble for FRc∞ and is in a region where FRHU and FRSD are 
marginally affected by diffusion and dispersion. FRDG and FRc−/2 should not be affected by any diffusion but will eventually 
undergo marginal dispersion. For 3 = 1000, FRc∞ returns in a region of negligible diffusion, while all the other schemes 
undergo severe damping due to their respective diffusion bubbles. Finally, for 4 = 1500, FRc∞ and FRHU are strongly 
damped, FRSD is marginally damped, while FRDG and FRc−/2 are subject to negligible diffusion. However, they are all affected 
by severe dispersion.
The time-step used for all the simulations was dt = 1 × 10−4 s, while the ﬁnal time was T = 0.5 s. Note that we 
decreased the time-step by one order of magnitude to verify that the results did not depend on it.
In Fig. 7, we show the results obtained for all the ﬁve ESFR schemes adopted here and for the four wavenumbers 
considered. From top to bottom we have decremental values of the scalar parameter c (dictating the particular ESFR scheme 
recovered). More speciﬁcally, the top subﬁgures represent FRc∞ , then, proceeding to the bottom, we have FRHU, FRSD, FRDG
and FRc−/2, respectively. From left to right we instead go from the smallest wavenumber, 1, (left most subﬁgures) to the 
largest one, 4, (right most subﬁgures).
The spatial eigenanalysis results are veriﬁed for all the schemes considered. It is interesting to observe how the diffusion 
of all the schemes does not have a monotonic behavior but it rather present a ﬁnite diffusion bubble at relatively low 
wavenumbers, as noted in the eigenanalysis results. This is a crucial feature when using numerical ﬂuxes that are not 
upwind (i.e. β = 1), and it can severely undermine the results of under-resolved simulations, e.g. in the context of implicit 
LES. Also, the ﬁve ESFR schemes considered, have different diffusion and dispersion properties as expected.
5. Numerical experiments in under-resolved vortical ﬂows
We evaluated the implications of the diffusion and dispersion properties of the FR schemes investigated in the previous 
section using the two-dimensional Euler equations on a non-periodic test-case that mimics a passive generator of eddies 
— i.e. turbulent-like structures — propagating downstream from the inﬂow. The test case was originally proposed in [1]
and aims at evaluating the behavior of numerical schemes in the context of under-resolved open-ﬂow simulations. This 
test-case is suﬃcient for the purpose of this analysis, as at suﬃciently high Reynolds numbers, the numerical diffusion 
starts dominating while the molecular viscosity becomes negligible. From this perspective, several inviscid test cases have 
been proposed in the past to test the properties of numerical schemes in the limit of vanishing viscosity — e.g. [30,22,31].
In section 5.1, we formally present the problem and in section 5.2, we show the results highlighting how these verify 
the ﬁndings of the spatial eigensolution analysis in section 3.2.
5.1. Governing equations and ﬂow conﬁguration
The two-dimensional compressible Euler equations adopted here read as follows:
qt + ∇ ·F(q) = 0, (54)
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for 4 different values of  from left to right. Note that the ordering from top to bottom also reﬂects the values of the scalar parameter c dictating the 
particular ESFR scheme recovered — larger values on the top and smaller on the bottom subﬁgures.
where q is the vector of conserved variables and F(q) = [f1(q), f2(q)]T is the ﬂux tensor that governs the transport of q on 
a generic two-dimensional domain , and they assume the following form:
q=
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
ρ
ρu
ρv
E
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , f1(q) :=
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
ρ u
ρ u2 + p
ρ u v
u (E + p)
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , f2(q) :=
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
ρ v
ρ u v
ρ v2 + p
v (E + p)
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ . (55)
In equation (55), ρ is the density, u and v are the two velocity components in the streamwise and cross-ﬂow directions, 
respectively, p is the pressure and E is the total energy per unit volume. All the simulations were carried out using the 
perfect gas law, for which the pressure is related to the total energy by the following expression
E = p
γ − 1 +
1
2
ρ (u2 + v2) , (56)
with γ = 1.4 being the adiabatic coeﬃcient.
We used two different meshes, one uniform, referred to as mesh A, and the other with a mesh resolution change, 
referred to as mesh B. An example of mesh B and the related ﬂow conﬁguration is depicted in Fig. 8.
The size and resolution of the meshes adopted is reported in Table 4. In terms of boundary conditions, we used free-slip 
for the top and bottom walls y = ±π , and characteristic inﬂow boundary conditions with ρu = ρ∞u∞(1 + A sin(ky) sin(ωt)), 
where ρ∞ = u∞ = 1, k = 5, ω = 1 and A = 1/2 being the amplitude of the inlet perturbations. For the outﬂow, we used 
the simplest boundary conditions possible — i.e. constant farﬁeld conditions, ρ = ρ∞ , ρu = ρ∞u∞ , ρv = ρ∞v∞ , E =
p∞/(γ − 1) + ρ∞(u2∞ + v2∞) — in order to emphasize that strong spurious reﬂections (due to the spurious mode) can be 
triggered when using simplistic Riemann solvers and entirely suppressed when using Riemann solvers that better represent 
the Riemann problem associated to the compressible Euler equations. Implementation details regarding all the boundary 
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propagate downstream.
Table 4
Details of the two meshes considered for the campaign of numerical simulations carried out on the 
two-dimensional compressible Euler test-case.
Mesh ID Nx ×Ny
upstream
Nx ×Ny
downstream
Lx × Ly
upstream
Lx × Ly
downstream
mesh A 72× 12 48× 12 12π × 2π 8π × 2π
mesh B 72× 12 16× 12 12π × 2π 8π × 2π
conditions adopted can be found in [32]. Note that we also tested non-reﬂective boundary conditions at the outlet in order 
to guarantee that the spurious reﬂections observed at the location of mesh-resolution change were not triggered by the 
outﬂow. The simulations were performed at two Mach numbers, M1 = 0.03 and M2 = 0.3. The polynomial order used was 
set to P = 5, that provides a nominal spatial order of accuracy equal to 6. For all the simulations performed, we used two 
different Riemann solvers, local Lax–Friedrichs (LLF) and Roe. The ﬁrst can be seen as an upwind ﬂux with high values of β , 
i.e. “hyper-upwinding”, while the second resembles the behavior of the standard upwind ﬂux — i.e. β = 1. All the simulations 
carried out using the spectral/hp element framework Nektar + + [33]. The time integration was an explicit Runge–Kutta 
scheme of order 2, for which we used a time-step small enough to guarantee negligible time-integration errors. In particular, 
we used a time-step that was dt1 = 5 × 10−5 s for M1 and dt2 = 5 × 10−4 s for M2 for FRDG, FRHU, FRSD. For these schemes, 
we decreased the time-step by one order of magnitude to assess that the solution accuracy (in particular the spurious 
reﬂections) was independent on the time-step. For FRc−/2, we needed to use dt1 = 5 × 10−6 s and dt2 = 5 × 10−5 s for M1
and M2, respectively, in order to achieve stable (i.e. non-crashing) simulations. Finally, for FRc∞ , we initially used the same 
values of dt1 and dt2 as for FRDG, FRHU, FRSD without being able to achieve stable simulations. We successively decreased 
the time-step by up to two orders of magnitude still without obtaining non-crashing simulations (note that the physical 
time of the crash was insensitive to the time-step for all the simulations considered). Finally, we used consistent (also 
referred to over-) integration of both the volumetric and boundary (interface) terms to alleviate aliasing-driven instabilities. 
In particular, we used three times the number of points normally required for consistently integrating linear terms, although 
for the conservative form of the compressible Euler equations adopted here, a fully consistent integration is not feasible, due 
rational functions arising in the formulation. Note that, the consistent integration of both volumetric and boundary terms 
has been shown, both numerically [34] and theoretically [35], to be the most robust way to address aliasing issues (without 
considering alternative techniques, such as split forms).
5.2. Results
The test cases taken into account in this section span the ﬁve ESFR schemes considered in the spatial eigensolution 
analysis. The simulations performed with FRc∞ were all unstable and crashed regardless of the mesh, the Mach number 
and Riemann solver used, as reported in Table 5, where ‘’, denotes a simulation that reached the ﬁnal time T = 150 s, 
while ‘✗’ denotes a simulation that crashed prior to the ﬁnal time (in squared brackets we report the time of the crash 
in dimensional units). This result conﬁrms the spatial eigensolution analysis, as the FRc∞ scheme is the most dispersive 
scheme among the ones considered and admits undamped spurious waves. Therefore, for the current under-resolved test 
case, one should expect a detrimental effect on the robustness (as well as on the accuracy) of the associated simulations. 
Note that a similar result was obtained by Vincent et al. [29] in the context of a 1D von Neumann stability analysis for 
periodic problems with fully upwind numerical ﬂux.
The other schemes, FRDG, FRSD, FRHU and FRc−/2 reached the ﬁnal time (T = 150 s), except when using LLF for FRc−/2
and Mach = 0.3, regardless of the mesh and the time-step. Note also that to recover stable simulations for the rest of 
the simulations performed using FRc−/2, we needed to signiﬁcantly decrease the time-step (by approximately one order of 
magnitude). This result is in line with the poor dispersion properties of these schemes and complements the conclusions 
by Vincent et al. [29] regarding the poor performance of ESFR schemes whose ‘c’ parameter is in proximity to the upper or 
lower bound of its admissible values.
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Summary of the simulations performed on the two-dimensional compressible Euler test-case.
Mach Mesh Flux-type FRc−/2 FRDG FRSD FRHU FRc∞
0.03 Mesh A LLF     ✗ [2.54s]
Roe     ✗ [2.50s]
Mesh B LLF     ✗ [2.54s]
Roe     ✗ [2.50s]
0.30 Mesh A LLF ✗ [29.6s]    ✗ [2.30s]
Roe     ✗ [2.45s]
Mesh B LLF ✗ [29.6s]    ✗ [2.30s]
Roe     ✗ [2.45s]
Fig. 9. Vertical component of velocity, ρv for FRHU, using a local Lax–Friedrichs numerical ﬂux (top two snapshot), for Mesh A (top snapshot) and Mesh B 
(second snapshot from the top) and for Roe numerical ﬂux (bottom two snapshot), for Mesh A (bottom snapshot) and Mesh B (second snapshot form the 
bottom). All four snapshots were obtained using Mach = 0.3.
In Fig. 9, we show the vertical component of the velocity, ρv , for the two numerical ﬂuxes, LLF (top two snapshots) 
and Roe (bottom two snapshots) and for Mesh A and Mesh B. The use of a simpliﬁed Riemann solver, that is LLF, generates 
spurious reﬂections both at the outﬂow (we are not adopting non-reﬂective boundary conditions) and more importantly at 
the sharp mesh resolution change for Mesh B. These spurious reﬂections are completely suppressed by using a more reﬁned 
Riemann solver, such as Roe. This result is consistent with the observations made in sections 3 and 4, as LLF resembles a 
numerical ﬂux with β  1, (i.e. hyper-upwinding) that admits a spurious numerical mode that, in case of under-resolved 
simulations and irregular mesh topology contaminates the physical solution, thus undermining its accuracy and possibly the 
numerical robustness. The results obtained using Roe do not present spurious reﬂections, as it resembles a fully upwind 
numerical ﬂux, as mentioned above.
In Fig. 10, we show again ρv as in Fig. 9, however, in this case, we highlight the effect of the Mach number. In particular, 
the top and second from the top snapshots depict Mach = 0.03 and 0.3, respectively, for LLF numerical ﬂux, while the 
bottom and second from the bottom snapshots show Mach = 0.3 and 0.03 for Roe numerical ﬂux. All four snapshots 
were obtained for FRHU and using Mesh B. The spurious reﬂections present for LLF and that are barely visible for Mach =
0.3 are magniﬁed for Mach = 0.03. Also in this case, the spurious reﬂections are completely suppressed using Roe at the 
interface where Mesh B changes resolution. We point out that the test case considered here is ideal and in more challenging 
simulations also a Roe-type numerical ﬂux might in principle present spurious reﬂections that will however be signiﬁcantly 
less marked than a more simplistic Riemann solver, such as LLF.
Finally, in Fig. 11, we compare the four ESFR schemes whose simulations reached the ﬁnal integration time, T = 150 s, 
namely, FRHU, FRSD, FRDG and FRc−/2 for Mach = 0.3 and Mesh, using the Roe numerical ﬂux. The snapshots show again 
18 G. Mengaldo et al. / Journal of Computational Physics 358 (2018) 1–20Fig. 10. Vertical component of velocity, ρv for FRHU, using a local Lax–Friedrichs numerical ﬂux (top two snapshot), for Mach = 0.03 (top snapshot) and 
Mach = 0.3 (second snapshot from the top) and for Roe numerical ﬂux (bottom two snapshot), for Mach = 0.03 (bottom snapshot) and Mach = 0.3 (second 
snapshot form the bottom). All for snapshots were obtained using Mesh B.
Fig. 11. Vertical component of velocity, ρv for the four ESFR schemes that produced stable (i.e. non-crashing) simulations, using Mach = 0.3, Mesh B, and 
Roe numerical ﬂux.
the vertical velocity ρv . It is interesting to note how the discrepancies between the different schemes increase as we 
move downstream. In proximity to the inﬂow, the four ESFR are practically identical. As we approach the sharp mesh 
resolution change, we start observing differences, with FRHU and FRSD still maintaining a fairly similar behavior, followed by 
the FRDG that also does not disagree substantially from the other two. On the other hand, FRc−/2 presents a substantially 
different behavior at this location, as its dispersion and diffusion properties are signiﬁcantly different from those of the 
other three ESFR schemes. As we move further downstream, the solutions obtained with the four schemes become more and 
more distant, as one should expect since the relatively long integration time adopted and the different diffusion/dispersion 
properties of the four schemes.
6. Conclusions
The results presented in this work highlight the role of the numerical ﬂux for under-resolved simulations of open ﬂow 
problems when using the FR method. In addition, it conﬁrms its importance in the broader context of discontinuous spectral 
element methods, DSEM.
In particular, the spatial eigensolution analysis carried out for the linear advection equations shows that a spurious mode 
is present and this can signiﬁcantly affect the behavior of the ﬁve ESFR schemes in a non-beneﬁcial way. An interesting 
feature, that is a ‘bubble’ in the eigencurves for a ﬁnite range of wavenumbers, is reported for both upwinding parameters 
β  1 and β  1. This feature was tested in an actual linear advection test case and showed the expected behavior — i.e. 
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undermine the ability of the practitioner in understanding why a particular solution is more (equivalently less) dissipative 
for a certain range of wavenumbers, as the common belief is that the diffusion curves are monotonic. Therefore, this aspect 
should be taken into account when assessing the accuracy of ﬂow solutions and the robustness of the numerical method to 
avoid detrimental misunderstanding of the simulation framework, especially in the context of under-resolved simulations, 
e.g. implicit LES.
Finally, we carried out a test case using the compressible Euler equations in order to show, in practice, how the behavior 
of the different Riemann solvers and of the different FR schemes considered can signiﬁcantly affect the solution accuracy 
and robustness. In particular, it was possible to observe a lack of robustness (the simulations crashed) for FRc∞ , as expected 
and regardless of the Mach number, Riemann solver and time-step employed. On the other hand, the other four schemes 
considered — i.e. FRc−/2, FRDG, FRSD and FRHU — provided solutions at the prescribed ﬁnal time but presented different 
features depending on the Mach number and on the scheme adopted. The FRc−/2 scheme along with a simplistic treatment 
of the numerical intercell ﬂux via LLF was the noisier with substantial amount of spurious reﬂections at the outﬂow and 
where the mesh changed resolution, and in two cases — i.e. Mach = 0.3, LLF — it crashed regardless of the Mesh and 
the time-step. FRDG, FRSD and FRHU performed consistently better but the difference between the two Riemann solvers 
was still evident. In addition, it was possible to see relatively good agreement between the results of FRSD and FRHU, 
especially prior to the location where the mesh changes resolution, as the two schemes have properties that are close. The 
results obtained for the compressible Euler equations verify the spatial eigensolution analysis and show its applicability to 
nonlinear problems that can be relevant for compressible ﬂows, including transition to turbulence and aeroacoustics.
To summarize, when designing an under-resolved open-ﬂow simulation, the practitioner should (a) avoid using sim-
plistic Riemann solvers, e.g. LLF (also referred to as Rusanov) or low-Mach number corrections, (b) be mindful of possible 
non-monotonic behavior of diffusion curves and irregular behavior of dispersion curves (i.e. different group velocities for 
different wavenumber regions), (c) avoid FRc−/2 and FRc∞ or values of the c parameter in proximity of these two bounds.
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